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NOTIFICATION
on public defence of the doctoral dissertation

The remote public defence of the doctoral dissertation will take place on
10.05.2021 at 15.30 p.m..

Maksymilian Tomica

Title of the dissertation:
„Legal and administrative aspects of sustainable development in land transport. Selected
issues”

Dissertation supervisor(s):
dr hab. Aleksandra Wiktorowska prof.uczelni

Reviewers:
dr hab. Krystyna Wojtczak prof. uczelnia (Uniwersytet Adama Mickiewicza)
dr hab. Jan Jeżewski prof.nadzw. (Akademia Ekonomiczno-Humanistyczna w Warszawie)

Scientific discipline:
Legal sciences

Language of the defence:
Polish

The public defence of the doctoral dissertation will be held remotely online, as
defined in § 29 s. 6 of the appendix no 1 to the resolution no 481 of the Senate of the
University of Warsaw on determining the procedure for awarding the doctoral degree and
the degree of doktor habilitowany at the University of Warsaw (Monitor UW of 2019, item
340, as amended).

The text of the dissertation and the reviews are available here: www.wpia.uw.edu.pl/pl/przewody-doktorskie.

The link to the public defence meeting will be made available after prior registration
by e-mail https://forms.gle/XKtsRd3b1nEo1MM7. The registration of participants will be
open from 03.05.2021 until 20.00 on 06.05.2021.
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prof.dr hab. Marek Wierzbowski